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As Christmas approaches this year,
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working on a detailed feasibility for

headline news indeed.

an airport hotel following the approval
of our Major Development Plan by

permitting, we are hopeful that

Federal Transport Minister, Anthony

planned growth from all of our

Albanese. The approval is valid for

domestic scheduled carriers will

five years, but we are hopeful to

come to fruition and act as a hedge

move earlier, notwithstanding the

against the current trend, but that

current situation.

is by no means a certainty.
However, the robust historical

As mentioned last month,
we have made plans for the next

nature of the aviation industry has

20 years of aeronautical and related

always seen it bounce back from

growth including environmental

such situations over the longer term

initiatives which will be refined over

and we hope this time will be no

the coming months and made public

exception. Fortunately, the airport is

during our Master Plan consultation

at a stage of its development where

period early in 2009. There is

we are readily capable of meeting

never a dull moment.

the negative potential challenges

If you have any questions or comments in regard
to activities at either Adelaide or Parafield Airports,
contact, John McArdle, Adelaide Airport Limited,
1 James Schofield Dr, Adelaide Airport, SA, 5950
Telephone 08 8308 9211 Fax 08 8308 9311
email:editor@aal.com.au www.aal.com.au

In addition we are currently

of total passengers carried Next year, global economics

It only remains for me

ahead, assuming they are

(on behalf of the Board and

reasonably short term in duration.

Executive Management) to wish

That doesn’t mean nothing is

all of our internal and external

happening right now – far from it.
The supermarket in Harbour Town

AAL’s Paul Dawson

be able to close the old helicopter

from these world events and there

month in our history in terms

and Joshua with

will start trading before Christmas.

stakeholders the very Best Wishes
for a Merry Christmas, Prosperous

has opened its doors for the first

New Year and particularly safe

time and an extra 30 shop units

and happy holiday season.

Students from Airdale Primary School at Adelaide Airport

Through its partnership with leading
non-profit organisation The Smith Family,
AAL is playing an increased role in
supporting the education of financiallydisadvantaged South Australian students.
To mark its 10-year anniversary, AAL
is supporting the local community with
a significant donation for the provision
of special education opportunities for
disadvantaged children.
The first to benefit from the partnership
were children from Port Pirie’s Airdale
Primary School, who were given a special
behind-the-scenes tour of the airport
in October. Some of the students had
never been to Adelaide, let alone seen
Adelaide Airport. Five lucky students
even met Channel 10’s Jane Reilly and
featured in her regular weather segment,
which was filmed in the Level 3 operations
control room.
This partnership builds on AAL’s existing
support of The Smith Family’s Learning
for Life suite of programs delivered in
Adelaide’s most critical-need suburbs.
The Adelaide Airport donation is giving
children opportunities they wouldn’t

ordinarily have. Families are able to use
the funds for their children to attend
special educational camps involving art,
sporting and academic courses. Families
from regional areas are able to use the
funds to take a trip to Adelaide to visit the
South Australian Museum, the Art Gallery
of South Australia, the Adelaide Zoo and
AFL football matches.
As part of its educational support to
disadvantaged kids, The Smith Family
offers students a network of personal
development opportunities to develop their
informal learning and socialisation skills.
Access to arts, music and sporting
programs and personal support such as
mentoring, tutoring and learning clubs help
children make the most of their education
and get more out of life.
Managing Director Phil Baker said the
airport had been supporting The Smith
Family and its Salisbury office for a number
of years, and welcomed the opportunity
to further extend the partnership.
“As part of Adelaide Airport Ltd’s tenth
anniversary celebrations, we were keen
to provide a significant extension of our

support to The Smith Family. We know
first-hand that their work is making
a difference in the South Australian
community and we want to play a
bigger part in that,” Mr Baker said.
The Smith Family is a national,
independent non-profit organisation
supporting disadvantaged children to
unlock opportunities using education as the
key. In 2006 The Smith Family completed
a seven-year transformation from welfare
organisation to the education-focused
social enterprise it is today.
The Smith Family’s Chief Executive
Officer, Elaine Henry, said AAL’s financial
contribution would make a positive impact
on the South Australian community.
“Adelaide Airport is making an important
investment in the lives of financially
disadvantaged children and their families,”
she said.
“Thanks to the generosity of Adelaide
Airport Limited, these children will
have access to personal development
opportunities that will provide them
with the opportunity to thrive and go
on to brighter futures.”
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ANNUAL REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

...figures closing in
on the 7 million mark
for the first time.

A record number of passengers have travelled
through Adelaide Airport in 2007/08, with figures
closing in on the 7 million mark for the first time.
Managing Director, Phil Baker, releasing the
airport’s Annual Report, said more than 6.7 million
passengers flew in and out of Adelaide Airport
in 2007/08, an increase of about 470,000
passengers, or 7.5 per cent, on the previous year.
Mr Baker said the airport recorded significant
traffic growth across all segments of the passenger
market, with regional arrivals and departures
recording the biggest increase.
However, he said there were signs that
the rapid expansion in aviation traffic in recent
years was beginning to slow as a result of the
current economic climate, which would present
fresh challenges for the future expansion of
the airport’s business.
“Our regional (intrastate) services have led
the way with a 15.4 per cent increase to 546,000
passengers, domestic services increased 6.8 per cent
to 5.7 million, and international services increased
7.1 per cent to 485,000,” Mr Baker said.
“We anticipate that South Australia’s burgeoning
defence and mining industries will help soften
the blow from the global economic downturn in
2008/09, although passenger numbers are unlikely
to increase at the same rapid rate as in the past
couple of years.
“From an international perspective, Cathay
Pacific, Singapore Airlines and Air New Zealand
are all flying daily to and from Adelaide, and
Malaysia Airlines have also added extra flights
over the summer peak season. Virgin Blue’s
international carrier, Pacific Blue, has started
flying between Adelaide and Bali from
December 1 this year.
“Tiger Airways recently announced it will set up
its second Australian base in Adelaide and will fly
regularly to Perth, Gold Coast, Hobart, Canberra
and Alice Springs, while existing carriers Qantas,
Virgin Blue and Jetstar have all increased their
service levels.
“Sharp Airlines has started flying twice daily
to Pt Augusta and Mildura to fill the gap left by
the closure of O’Connor Airlines, and we have been
delighted with the ongoing increase in services and
patronage by Regional Express, Alliance Airlines
and Air South.”
Mr Baker also announced AAL had earned
$140.5 million in revenue in 2007/08,
an 11 per cent increase on the previous year.

FESTIVE SHOPPING AT T1
It’s Christmas Eve, your bags are
packed, it’s only taken half a day to get
the rest of the family out of the house
and to the airport, you’ve given each
child a special surprise early delivery
gift from Santa to keep them quiet on
the plane trip. And then you remember
Aunty Beryl is cooking the turkey tomorrow
and you haven’t bought her a present.
Lucky for you you’re at Adelaide
Airport and every retail store is open
and doing a roaring trade. Even better,
you remember your Aunt Beryl’s fondness
for a bold Barossa Valley Red and the
latest RM Williams apparel.
What’s more, the last minute gift will
appear carefully thought out: “I know
you love SA food and wine so I shopped
around for the best local produce,” you
say as you top up her glass of Cab Sav.
Of course, it doesn’t have to be an
emergency present purchase. Adelaide
Airport’s T1 Shopping has such a wide
array of retail outlets to explore that
waiting for your flight has never been
so much fun.
With all retail space in T1 now let,
store owners are expecting a bumper

period in the lead up to Christmas.
And with a strong South Australian flavour
at stores like Icons South Australia and
the Coopers General Store, it’s expected
the precinct will attract people looking
to buy gifts with a local appeal.
Other stores offering excellent gift
options include Australian Way (which
stocks RM Williams) Witchery, Virgin
Entertainment, Kaboom, Newslink,
Relay, Purely Australian, Purely Merino,
Rip Curl, Rolling Luggage, Airport
Pharmacy, Shades Sunglasses and
Duty Free Stores Australia. You can
even purchase a gift voucher from
the SATC booth on the ground floor.
To find out more about T1 Shopping,
as well as dining at T1, go to
www.aal.com.au/t1/shopping.aspx

Cocolat & Wicked Desserts
Shop 28, T1 Level 2 ph 8234 3661
According to Cocolat, 9 out of 10
people love chocolate, the other is in
denial - which explains why Cocolat’s cosy
café at T1 is so popular. Let’s face it, the
on-again off-again diet will be in tatters by
the end of Christmas Day, so why not get

Make the most of the moment.
More than 25 specialty stores • surfware • toys • pharmacy

2

into the festive mood early by choosing
a luscious fudge cake or truffle while
enjoying a coffee made from the finest
espresso beans.
Cocolat also has a big range of
hand-made Christmas gifts, including
last-minute “Under $10” stocking stuffers,
Christmas truffle trees and even a giant
2 foot high gingerbread man (we just
hope you can find a big enough glass
of milk to dunk him in!)

Tie Rack
Shop 24, T1 Level 2 ph 8234 3055
The name says it all, and yet you need
to visit the Tie rack to appreciate how
your travelling wardrobe can be enhanced
by the versatility and variety of men’s
and women’s wear on offer. Women will
love the wide range of beautiful scarves,
kaftans, sarongs and bags. For men there
is everything from silk ties, cufflinks and
complementing tie bars to socks, belts
and cotton boxer shorts.
And if you’re buying last minute
Christmas presents, Tie Rack has three
little words that are sure to grab your
attention – free gift wrapping!
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NATIONAL AAA CHAIRMAN RE-eLECTED
At the November 2008 Annual
General Meeting, held in conjunction
with the Australian Airports Association
annual convention and technical
workshop, the membership unanimously
re-elected John McArdle as the National
Chairman of the Association for the next
twelve months.
John – General Manager Corporate
Affairs for Adelaide and Parafield
Airports - in his opening address said
that the aviation industry in addition
to the ongoing issues of oil prices and
aviation security, faces many new
challenges occasioned by the world
economic crisis, an ageing workforce,
the unknown impacts of climate change
and the adoption of the recently
released National Aviation Policy paper.

variety fund-raising champions

He invited the industry as a whole
to share the experiences and gave
a commitment to maintain a focus
on the identified issues and those that
inevitably will arise from time to time.
Also announced at the Annual
Convention and fully congratulated
by Adelaide Airport are the Aviation
Awards for Excellence winners:
Rural Airport of the Year Latrobe Airport
Regional Airport of the Year Pt Macquarie Airport
Capital City Airport of the Year Brisbane Airport
Major Airport of the Year Wilkins Airport Antarctica
Aviation Personality of the Year Mr Michael Bridge of Airnorth

Adelaide Airport Limited is proud to be
associated with a group of three women
who work tirelessly each year to raise
money for Variety (the Children’s Charity
- for sick, disabled and disadvantaged
children under 18 years of age) and
encourages you to consider taking up
the offer detailed hereunder.
Operating as the “Precocious Penguins”
and dressing accordingly, Adelaide
business woman Sue Pearce, Director of
Marketing and Sales at Adelaide Expo
Hire, together with her Bash partners
Roz Chow and Ann Ewer, with the
support of many of their business
colleagues and friends, amassed an
outstanding $153,888.88 towards their
cumulative 3-year national fundraising
record of $432,692.54!
With Corporate Social Responsibility
being an important agenda item for all
businesses, here is an ideal opportunity
to contribute for very little effort!
Perhaps a ‘casual day’ or a
commitment from team members over
a short or long term – either way it
all mounts up!
The Precocious Penguins appreciate
the support from all industry sectors.
Those wishing to donate or sponsor,
either financially or with vouchers
that can be used as auction items,
are welcome to contact Sue Pearce
on 0417 857 241 or download
a Sponsorship package at
www.car222.com.au.
Roz, Sue and Ann, The Penguins

news flash
AAL has recorded its highest ever
monthly passenger figures in October.
A total of 619,000 passengers passed
through the airport, up 25,000
on the same time last year.
Passenger numbers over the past
12 months were 6.83 million, 6.9 per cent
higher than the previous year.
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Qantas a380 visit to adelaide

T1 Decorations
T1 has been decked out in some
rather special festive fare to welcome
visitors to Adelaide in the joyous
Yuletide season.
The seasonal decorations were chosen
to complement the open, airy and lightinspired nature of our terminal.
In addition, Santa Claus is to make
a visit to the terminal at various times
to assist in meeting your Christmas
commitments from the many and
aried retail outlets available. To find
out when you can see Santa visit
www.aal.com.au/t1/events.aspx
Please enjoy.

seen in T1 - adelaide airport
Follow me...

The announcement by Qantas that it
would be flying its new A380 to Adelaide
as part of its crew training and
familiarisation program was an exciting
surprise not only to AAL but also the
squadron of aviation enthusiasts within
South Australia.
Occurring during late September and
early October, vantage points for the
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flights of the Qantas A380 aircraft at
Adelaide Airport along Tapleys Hill Road
on the western boundary of the airport
were rapidly sought out, creating some
minor traffic congestion but fortunately
no major delays or accidents.
AAL made a limited amount of
additional parking available off of Tapleys
Hill Rd to the south of the Harbour Town

retail complex to assist those that
were seeking a great viewing spot.
The Qantas A380 conducted several
visits to Adelaide over the period providing
aviation enthusiasts and the people of
Adelaide with a preview of this new
technologically advanced aircraft well
before we are likely to see it operating
on a regular basis.

Australian
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silt pond removal
Stephanie Bolt

ENVIRONMENT
MANAGER’S MESSAGE
Welcome to the final edition

been achieved this year. Firstly, we

of Green Landing for 2008 – yet

completed the installation of a major

another busy and productive year

solar PV array on the Terminal 1

is nearly behind us!

roof. We measured our carbon

In the last quarter our attention

A tricky part of the project was the
removal of residual mounds of dredged silt
left alongside the Patawalonga Creek back
in 1998. Following extensive consultation
with key stakeholders including the Friends
of Patawalonga Creek, the material was
carefully removed and the resultant “scars”
planted with native species on National
Tree Day to reduce the risk of erosion.
Volunteers from Conservation Volunteers
Australia (CVA) assisted to make sure that
areas of native vegetation were fenced

footprint for the second consecutive

turned to the west – the area of

year with an improved degree

airport land bounded by Adelaide

of accuracy, and participated as

Shores and Tapleys Hill and West

a trial airport in the development of

Beach Roads. After many years

a national greenhouse gas reporting

and much consultation we are very

tool by the Australian Airports

pleased to announce the removal

Association. The City of Salisbury

of the old ‘silt ponds’ by the South

further extended the aquifer storage

Australian Government to a site in

and recovery scheme at Parafield

Gilman. Relocating 180,000 cubic

Airport and SA Water commenced

metres of fill material was no small

construction of the Glenelg to

job! Come next autumn it will be

Adelaide Recycled Water Pipeline

possible to seed the area and plant

which traverses the southern

additional native species along

boundary of Adelaide Airport.

the eastern edge of the remnant

These major projects, together

Patawalonga Creek. The main

with many many more smaller yet

environmental benefit derived from

important initiatives, announced

this project is our capacity to now

the emergence of environmental

expand the Conservation Zone to

sustainability as a primary focus

the east of the creek and begin the

for AAL/PAL, culminating in the

hard yet rewarding work of creating

September launch of our company

a new and vibrant habitat to act as

Sustainability Policy by Managing

a protective buffer for the sensitive

Director Phil Baker.

riparian zone.

Stage 1 removal of the “silt ponds” on
the corner of Tapleys Hill and West Beach
Roads by the South Australian Government
has been completed. Dredged material from
Glenelg’s Patawalonga Basin that had been
stored on airport land for over 10 years has
now been relocated to a site at Gillman.
Works began early in the year with the last
truckload of material moved in late August
2008, leaving an uninterrupted view across
to the Patawalonga Creek and Adelaide
Shores golf course.

This Policy will not only underpin

When looking back there is no

the next 5-year Airport Master Plan

doubt that our staff and partners

(scheduled for 2009) but establish

in environmental management,

a framework for the future that

including volunteers, tenants,

balances the financial, social and

councils and government agencies,

environmental imperatives for a

can feel very proud of what has

successful and sustainable airport.

...leaving an uninterrupted
view across to the
patawalonga creek...

off to ensure minimal disturbance
and damage.
Stage 2 of the project will
involve revegetation of the expanded
Conservation Zone on the eastern
side of Patawalonga Creek. This area
will provide a buffer zone between the
remnant Creek and future developments
to the east. Planting will be undertaken
prior to winter rains to ensure the
seedlings have the greatest chance
of survival.
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Bringing Patawalonga Creek
Back to Health
Patawalonga Creek Conservation Zone
(PCCZ) is home to a sizable stand of
Melaleuca halmaturorum, (Swamp
Paperbark), which were once common
in the western Adelaide Plains prior to
European settlement. This population
was listed by the National Trust in
May 2006 as it is the only stand
remaining in the area.
The site also harbours a number
of species of conservation significance,
such as the Commonwealth-listed
Maireana decalvans (Black Cotton
Bush), and the State-listed Vittadinia
blackii (New Holland Daisy).
The habitat found within the PCCZ,
although degraded and far from pristine,
offers us valuable insight into what the
area was like before it was drained,
developed and urbanised.
Since 1998, Adelaide Airport Limited
(AAL), the Friends of Patawalonga Creek
and various other community groups
have invested considerable resources
in the restoration of the PCCZ.
Revegetation, weed control, rubbish
removal, seed collection and monitoring

are some of the activities conducted
to date. Recently, AAL arranged a
monitoring program that measured the
changes to the vegetation type and cover
over the site, allowing us to gauge the
success of our combined efforts over
the past decade.
Monitoring on site was conducted
using two methods. The change in
extent of Swamp Paperbark cover was
assessed using aerial photography and
digital mapping. Vegetation at four
locations around the creek, representing
different habitats – chenopod shrubland,
native grassland, historic revegetation
and recent revegetation – was also
surveyed to gather baseline information
to determine changes in vegetation
types and cover in the future.
The report shows there has been a
noticeable change in habitat within the
PCCZ since 1998, when AAL took over
head lease and management of the site.
Immediately following a dredging
program in 1996-98, prior to AAL
involvement, the Swamp Paperbark
population declined due to dieback.

However, despite this setback,
the digital mapping exercise showed
the canopy cover of these trees has
increased by 55% since 1998.
Large weed populations
(eg. Casuarina, Artichoke and Boxthorn)
along with significant quantities of
rubbish in the main channel existed on
site, but efforts by AAL and volunteer
groups have almost totally removed
these larger weed species, replacing
them with native plantings. Litter traps
installed upstream by Councils and
the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges
Natural Resource Management Board
have also reduced the amount of rubbish
entering the creek.
Ongoing regeneration programs
and monitoring will continue to ensure
that, despite the changes that occur on
and around the site, Patawalonga Creek
continues to prosper, offering a refuge
for native wildlife, a protected space
for indigenous plants to prosper,
a receiving area for floodwater and
a valuable educational site for the
wider community.

1989 - 2008 melaleuca halmaturorum coverage layers

new guide to landscaping

A revised set of Landscape Guidelines
for Adelaide and Parafield Airports –
developed in accordance with
Commonwealth legislation with regard
to environmental obligations and visual
and functional expectations of the local
community – are due for release in
December 2008.
The documents have been prepared to
provide guidance on plant selection, water
management and amenity features for
proposed developments and provide
information on the required procedures
for posting applications and obtaining
approvals. For ease of use, landscaping
principles within the guidelines are aligned
with the development precincts described
in each airport’s 2004 Master Plan.
The result will be low maintenance

landscaping that adopt the principles
of water sensitive urban design,
and are matched to the environmental
and cultural base of the local area.
Critically, the guidelines will specify plant
species that minimise bird attraction
to the airport and thereby reduce the
potential risk to aviation safety.
AAL/PAL’s objectives cover the
following five areas:
Character
Landscape works contribute directly to
the character and identity of the site and
the experience of users. The guidelines
provide consistency and enhance the
distinctive character of the airport.
Sustainability
The Airport is committed to providing
sustainable landscapes that contribute to

Sustainability Policy

biodiversity, manage water resources
effectively, reduce energy requirements
and minimise waste production.
Environment
Improving environmental conditions
within the open space and effective
controlled ecology add to the contribution
of the site within a wider context of the
Adelaide region and related catchments.
Function
Landscape works support the
operational and functional requirements
of air transport and facilitate movement
and controlled access to facilities.
Management
Effective management will ensure
new works are consistent with objectives
and provide resources to maintain
an appropriate quality standard.

S U S TA IN A B

IL IT Y P O L IC
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2002
2004
2006
2008

In September, Managing Director
Phil Baker signed a landmark document
in Adelaide Airport Ltd/Parafield Airport
Ltd’s vision for both airports –
our company Sustainability Policy.
This new Policy, which replaces
our Environment Policy from 2004,
recognises the critical importance of
balancing environmental, social and
financial objectives in sustaining our

business for the long term. As stated, AAL/
PAL is committed to ongoing environmental
protection, social enhancement, operational
efficiency, economic viability and growth.
The Policy will underpin the 2009
Master Plans and Sustainability
Strategies for Adelaide and Parafield
Airports, currently being drafted and
due to be released early next year
for public comment.
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emissions and energy measurement
The promulgation of the National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting
Act 2007 (the Act) by the former
Howard government and the associated
Regulations written by the Rudd
Government, along with the
Commonwealth Government’s
announcement that it will introduce
a Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme
(CPRS) that will embody an emissions
trading system, identified potentially
major impacts for the operators of
all Australian airports.
Airport management organisations are,
in many cases, the owners and operators
of substantial infrastructure and plant –
terminals, airfields, runways, offices,
ground vehicle fleets – that require
significant amounts of electricity,
natural gas and fuel to operate efficiently
and safely. Electricity used to operate
terminal and runway lighting systems,
air conditioning, baggage handling
systems, aerobridges and water supply
pumps is the biggest contributor of
greenhouse gas emissions by airports
and a priority focus when considering
the implications of the Act.
First, each airport operator, either
individually or as part of a controlling
corporation, must now know whether
or not they are obliged to register and
report their greenhouse emissions, energy
consumption and energy production, under
the Act. If they are, registration and
reporting obligations may apply from as
early as 31 August 2009. Even if they are
not directly required to register and report,
an entity related to them (such as a
holding company or a council) may be
required to do so and will need input from
the airport operator to enable it to do so.
Second, while the details of the
CPRS have not yet been finalised by
the Government, it is certain that airport
operators will need to be able to
accurately measure their greenhouse
emissions in order to know whether or not
they will be legally bound to engage in the
emissions trading system, in order to be
able to continue their existing operations.
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For these reasons, and because of the
inherent complexity of identifying those
emissions for which airport operators have
statutory reporting responsibilities, the Board
of the Australian Airports Association (AAA)
decided to engage in the development of a
compliance template as a major service to
all of its member airports. Adelaide Airport
participated in the development and scoping
phases and later as a “test” airport
in the final adoption of the template.
While this process has required
considerable time, effort and expense

on the part of the Association and the
trial airports, use of the template will both
relieve individual airports of the need to
duplicate this process and minimise the
work they need to undertake to ascertain
whether they have statutory obligations
and, if so, to meet them.
Moreover, even where an airport
is exempt from statutory reporting or
from emissions trading, use of the AAA
template will provide the operator with
potentially valuable management tools.

...registration and
reporting obligations
may apply from as early
as 31 august 2009.

Two simple examples from many are:
• use of the template will
comprehensively identify those
areas of energy consumption over
which the operator has and does
not have operational control and
will there by provide essential data
to allow the operator to introduce
measures to reduce energy use and
therefore, expenditure, or to pass on
energy costs to those that actually
should bear responsibility for them;
and

• using the template to simply derive
a scientifically sound measure of the
airport’s emissions puts the operator
in a prime position to respond to often
uninformed public and media comment
that seeks to place responsibility on the
airport operator for the entire carbon
footprint arising from the airport site.
The template development was also
undertaken in close consultation with the
Department of Climate Change (DCC).
They were prepared to dedicate significant
resources to developing this template for the

benefit of members because they saw the
Association as an innovative and proactive
industry leader.
The process by which this template
was developed was both exhaustive and
demanding. Numerous airport case studies
and road-tests were undertaken as part of the
template development and could not have
been achieved without the dedication of
much time and effort from a great many
people involved in the business of operating
airports, and we now have a framework for
the future that has the agreement of the DCC.

Carbon footprint
Carbon Planet was recently engaged,
for the second consecutive year, to
calculate greenhouse gas emissions
generated by the activities of the dual
airport lessee companies, Adelaide
Airport Ltd (AAL) and Parafield Airport
Ltd (PAL). The process was refined
following the 2006-2007 carbon
footprinting audit and expanded to
include the calculation of emissions
under the scope prescribed within
the National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting (NGER) Regulations 2008
(and in accordance with the NGER

reporting template developed recently
by the Australian Airports Association).
Data was extracted from our financial
records and supplied to Carbon Planet
who then produced a greenhouse gas
emissions assessment. The carbon
footprint for AAL/PAL was calculated
to be 22.8 kilotonnes of CO2e (carbon
dioxide equivalents).
As per last year’s audit the main
contributor to carbon emissions was
electricity consumption (83%).
Recent findings from an energy audit
conducted for Terminal 1 (Green Landing,

September 2008) identified a number
of areas where energy savings can be
achieved and will form part of AAL’s
Carbon Management Strategy.
The data revealed that AAL/PAL
does not meet the mandatory reporting
thresholds under the NGER Regulations.
However emissions will continue to be
monitored to ensure we comply with our
regulatory obligations and provide a
basis for continuous environmental
improvement whereby our company will
seek to reduce emissions, where feasible,
relating to our business operations.

Carbon friendly
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